No class in history has ever known powered overthrow. The struggles of the oppressed classes of the past, against the rulers of the time, usually appealed to a few noble consciences. The working class, too, has a history of ups and downs, peaks and valleys. But it is different this time. The working class has transcended the limits of class stratification, so to speak, from the confines of capitalism. In that history—which includes the Paris Commune, the Revolution of 1905, Easter Rising, and a dozen revolutions since—there is scarcely a trace of the class struggle within the working class. The working class was able to state its case, was able to appropriate the great capitalist property and factories under the leadership of the Bolsheviks the first great forward toward a Socialist society was taken 27 years ago this month.

But that high point was washed away by valleys of despair and defeat. Instead of continuing the process of liberating humanity from the war unemployment and deprivation of capitalism, the Third Internationals succumbed to the nationalistic virus of Stalinism. Without a Marxist leadership on a section of the proletariat another mass action—German, 1919, 1920, 1923, and finally 1925, Budapest, Hungary, Latvian, Estonia, China, Britain, Austria, Spain. Out of this welter of defeat, Capitalism was able to recover. It instituted in its worker links and shamelessly prepared for the new war of plunder.

The failure to extend the October Revolution to all the workers of the world, the failure to date has cost us, the proletariat, at least 100 million lives. Many, many more will be added to this frightful figure, unless a new Revolutionary Marxian Party is built, that will grab the apparatus of capitalism, that will give guidance to the masses and assure victory.

That failure of the proletariat, as a relatively young F. U. P. force in Society has faltered. Its first Worker State has degenerated. It has suffered economic defeat. It has been to the bottom, in its working every day more Revolutionary upgazes. November 7th, 1917 may appear to some as an historical accident, something that will never.

But to us Marxists November 7th was just a forerun, just an appere. We are the forerun of the future history of the world. The proletariat must begin by building its own state and setting up the traps of bourgeois democracy, as well as the bourgeoisie of Fascism — and of course, Fascism.

On this 71st anniversary of October, in this fifth year of the Second World War, the Revolutionary Workers League sends its greetings to all Marxists all over the world and to the Anti-fascist and the Anti-fascist.

FRANCE TORN BY CLASS STRIFE

Paris is liberated! France is free!

Even before the echo of those words has died out on the capital’s streets, news of the end of the war is reaching all of the French working class. In fact, these words, issued by the French Revolutionaries, are a vivid part of the new war which is being waged by the French masses. Many years have passed since the Second World War, but the French proletariat has not been able to forget this. They have the same expectations as the French people.

OLD TAR IN NEW BARRELS

But would the same men who served often as active leaders in the “Popular Front” against the German occupation betray France again? In any case, will France turn its back on all that the French masses have fought for? Did they merely get enthusiastic about the restoration to the French nation of what has already been taken away in advance. In response to the workers’inanent demand for nationalization and the nationalization of railroads, the government in the mining district of Rennes, a Worker wrote the little words from De Gaulle:

“collective people — that is the state — must take over the direction of the great sources of common wealth . . . .”

And, just to emphasize his promise he added the column of factories, factories, the coal mines, the railroads, the state departments nationalized, and has announced that the new state will control the whole economy.

But who continues to control this (Continued on Page 3)
**WORDS THAT CAME TRUE**

The Fighting Worker Wrote History in Advance
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"We are in the midst of a war in every sense of the word. The American working class is going to a war to save the world. The American working class is going to win this war, or it will not come into existence as a people."

**CONCLUSIONS**

The working class in America has the will to win this war. The working class in America has the means to win this war. The working class in America has the money to win this war. The working class in America has the moral support of the working class in every other country in the world.

**HISTORY OF THE U. A. W.**

In three parts — Part two

A lot of smug anti-strike-policies also exist. DeU23 and the National Labor Relations Board, for example, is trying to create an atmosphere of legality surrounding the union elections. This is a clear violation of the law, and the Stalinites are working hard to try to get the union elections canceled.

**MUST PROTECT BOSSES**

While Martin was involved in the fight for personal power he had to consider his relationship as a union leader to the bosses. Any union leader who believes in capitalism has to understand that capitalists have first and foremost the interest of the working class.

**ROOSEVELT'S PLAN**

Roosevelt helped him by slowing up the pump-priming which was in keeping with his personal ambition to get himself a big idea. Roosevelt's idea was to get control of the economic life of the country and turn it over to the men in the control rooms of industry.

**CONTROL BY "UNITY"**

The fight for power came into the open in the strike in the U.S. Steel and in the strike in Wisconsin. The Stalinites launched a "control program" and everyone deserves for unity, just for the sake of unity. Martin appointed 400 extra organization men who had a voice in the convention. He also appointed 400 extra organization men who had a voice in the convention. Martin's idea of fighting back was to use the Stalinites to fight back. The Stalinites were more interested in fighting back than in fighting the bosses.

**THE FIGHT GROWS**

Early in 1937 the Stalinites made a bid for complete control. They tried to get the union elected everywhere by the ballot and to take over the unions. The Stalinites were trying to get control of the unions and to use them as a tool to fight back against the bosses. But the working class was not going to be fooled.

**THE REVOLUTIONARY WORKERS LEAGUE**

A picture of the last World War is shown on the cover of the Revolutionary Workers League's, *The History of the U. A. W. Will Be Continued in the Next Issue.*
Stalinism Between Two Fires

The Young Communist League organ in Russia recently printed an article which called upon Soviet teachers to be "innovators." The article is typical of the purges and the much more infiltration of the youth with the principles of Marxism and it emphasizes that the Communist Party "rightfully maintains control over the school, while religious goons go against science."

Why they should suddenly be so interested in teaching the youth more — not less — Marxist classics at this time, is hard for many people to understand, particularly in view of the recent concessions to religion within Russia proper and to private property in the Baltic.

But politics has its own logic. It is absurd to believe that the purges are a mere fragment of the present purge, and that EVERYTHING that happens is just a cold inversion from the Party line. The Soviet Union is in a critical moment in its history; Stalinism too faces a crisis.

The little story speaks volumes. It indicates that the bourgeois elements within Russia, who have been the main recipients of Stalin’s favors for 10 years, are now of little use to the present Soviet regime. The millions of refugees and exiles could not be blinded by these mock concessions. They are undoubtedly, and for the very decent, a form of the power of bureaucracy. Stalinism will give some lip service to this pressure. But the ultimate battle in the Soviet Union is not supposed to be a struggle between the growing bourgeois forces (aided by the Allies and all other imperialists) and the rest of the population. The real struggle is being led by a Marianist Party, attempting by political revolution to establish the democratic spirit and socialist internationalism of October.

Reaction Will Follow Elections

(Continued from Page 1)

no differences with Roosevelt. After this election there is little doubt that Roosevelt too will crack down harder than ever before — the rights of labor unions and of the revolu-
tionary movement will be curtailed and the standard of living will certainly be lowered.

The only way to do all this? Very simply, American capitalism can NOT survive the present war with "the messes" from Europe and the Far East. It must soon face unemployment, millions of returning soldiers who want real homes instead of real millions of dissatisfied unemploy-
tees to pay for a $5 billion debt. Obviously, Wall Street does not, under such circumstances, grant further reforms. On the contrary it will become more and more imperialistic. It must do what Dohler did in France, what Von Papen did in Germany — prepare the way for a Fascist by organizing a government of great corporations and by forcing the working class into the purse from mass pressure and propagandistic maneuvers.

F.D.R. AND BIG BUSINESS

But isn’t it true that Roosevelt didn’t represent big business? Yes, but the question is: Has Roosevelt been a real builder who set his next to his in his whole term — no, the demands of the big capital corporates who wish to make sure that he doesn’t do in his one of his major speeches at the same time. Many of the so-called "trade unions" are no more than a front for a bigger capital.

OECD: The OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) is a international economic organization that focuses on economic policy coordination, statistical analysis, and the collection and dissemination of economic data. It was established in 1961 by thirteen countries, and its mission is to promote economic development and well-being, enhance economic cooperation, and provide a forum for dialogue on global economic issues.

Japan: Japan is a country located in East Asia, known for its rich history, culture, language, cuisine, and technology. It is the third largest island in the world, and the capital is Tokyo. Japan is a constitutional monarchy, with Emperor Naruhito as the current head of state. It is a democratic parliamentary system with a prime minister as the head of government.

TOMORROW’S LIE CRUSADE

"French, Gesto retrained by Himmler at 5th Column" — so reads the headline of a dispatch from Berlin by Chicago Daily Reovwing correspondent. The substance makes clear that the article is about the French Catholic and Jewish leader, who is being used as a pawn by the Nazis to divide the French from the rest of the world.

Mr. Gesto recently appeared in public in Paris, where he is reported to be staying with his family. He was last seen at a meeting of the French Catholic League, of which he is a member.

SURLYpledge: Gesto is of course referring to Marxist revolutionaries. The bourgeois police prostitutes refuse to look into the nineties of Revolutionary theory. In addition, they are conditioned to the Stalinism of the University.

Mr. Gesto is a member of the French Communist Party. His activities have aroused much controversy among the French press, and he has been accused of being a "fifth column" agent.

Who are these channels? Obviously only the Allies or the GPU; or both. Those, in other words, who are opposed to the propagation of the proletarian revolution. Hitler, too, periodically raises the bogeyman of communism before an agency of the Allies and Stalin.

Mr. Gesto’s monstrous charge is merely a preparation for the vast lies that are being spread by the GPU. It seems, in fact, to come from "reliable" sources.

The Proletariat is a" small" revolution and the organization of a New Fourth Communist International will be pictured as a "plot" by the Nazis. Lenin too was charged with being a German agent; and the Bolshevik Revolution with being a mere patchwork of German troops. Mr. Gasto is merely trying to give an excuse for advance for the Allied and GPU bloodlust of the proletariat in Europe.

Millionaires Grow with War

The capitalists certainly have "suffered" a bit from the rise of the German and Japanese war. The war, with its millions of deaths, billions of dollars spent on armaments, and millions of men conscripted into the armed forces, has caused a tremendous upsurge in the profits of the capitalist class.

In the near future we expect that the bourgeoisie will find other "profitable" channels to "prove" that the R.U.S.A. and some of our leaders (as well as some of our comrades abroad) are paid agents. The trick will even be tried on other capitalist groups like the two Trotsky groups.

We have already commented on the meaning of such frame-ups: an attempt to give an ideological reason for murdering workers.

Dear Comrade Bulletin

We on the Pacific Coast who have lived at close quarters with the Japanese for many years have more fully than our Eastern neighbors the tremendous responsibility of protecting our Pacific coast — which is the only real way to keep our plants from being captured.

Japan: Japan is a country located in East Asia, known for its rich history, culture, language, cuisine, and technology. It is the third largest island in the world, and the capital is Tokyo. Japan is a constitutional monarchy, with Emperor Naruhito as the current head of state. It is a democratic parliamentary system with a prime minister as the head of government.

Japanese Imperialism & Wall St.

We can do more for our workers than the capitalists can ever do for theirs. Our workers are organized; our workers have the power; and we have the discipline to use this power. The capitalists have no such discipline. They are divided and unorganized. They are content to let the workers have what they want. The capitalists want to keep the workers from fighting back. They want to keep the workers from organizing. They want to keep the workers from winning.

Can 25,000 men MAKE a Revolution? The idea is pre-
posterous — Even a bourgeois prostitute must know that. But the capitalists have found a way to make 25,000 men, as much as 25,000,000,000 are making millions. No agent provocateur can MAKE a Revolution. But even more fantastic is Mr. Gasto’s inference that Nazis, Japanese, and American agents in the West (where the capita-
list Revolution throughout Europe, will attempt to foment a Civil War in France, Germany, Italy, and elsewhere. How can they do this? Most of the workers have no way of knowing that the capitalists have made a plot to make a revolution in the West. The capitalists have not been able to exploit the division in the working class to their advantage. But they have been able to exploit the division between the working class and the bourgeoisie to their advantage.

The attempt to place Nazis and Communists in the same boat is a convenient cover for the COUNTER-REV-
OLUTIONARY MOVEMENTS OR DECEPTION. The attempt to laugh off the uprisings of hundreds of mil-
ions of Europeans, Africans, Asians and Americans in the coming few years, by word labels like Fifth Column, is a tragic farce which will cost the working class thousands of lives unless we expose the Lie NOW, BEFORE IT SPREADS TOO FAR.

In the near future we expect that the bourgeoisie will find other "profitable" channels to "prove" that the R.U.S.A. and some of our leaders (as well as some of our comrades abroad) are paid agents. The trick will even be tried on other capitalist groups like the two Trotsky groups.

We have already commented on the meaning of such frame-ups: an attempt to give an ideological reason for murdering workers.

France Torn by Class Strife
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The 2nd Imperialist War

FROM BOSS WAR TO WORKERS WAR

ANALYSIS OF 1 YEARS OF THE IMPERIALIST WAR
(Captioned from October Issue "The Fighting Worker"

PROLETARIAN SUGGESTIONS
These things bother the proletariat. Much more today than four years ago. Even the most gullible are beginning to have some knowledge of the real character of the World War, and are comparing them with the new. They are going to the churches, to the Clubs and to the factory gates and are being asked to do something serious about the new war.

The thing that grieves most of the workers is that as far as the International Worker is concerned a mere 1,000,000 a month for the Aid of the Workers in China is not nearly enough. The whole of the funds raised are going to the capitalist and the working man has to suffer. It is not the fault of the Chinese worker that the gulf between the rich and the poor is greater than ever before.

The thing that grieves most of the workers is that as far as the International Worker is concerned a mere 1,000,000 a month for the Aid of the Workers in China is not nearly enough. The whole of the funds raised are going to the capitalist and the working man has to suffer. It is not the fault of the Chinese worker that the gulf between the rich and the poor is greater than ever before.

One can readily see that if a work- er in Europe is suffering, then the working man in China must be suffering. What will the world do in the future? The only way to stop the war and to make war impossible is to establish a socialist society. This is what the workers in China are fighting for. This is what the workers in Europe are fighting for. This is what the workers in China and Europe are fighting for.

The proletariat has stood by and listened to the tinny howls by the Allied propagandists about the tyrant and in famine in central Europe under the Nazis. But they have also learned about the shameful MASS STARVATION of the INDIAN PEOPLE, a British-made starvation to the extent of at least a million lives. They have heard Mr. Wallace’s tearful promises of a quart of milk for every person on earth. But they have also watched dozens of millions of Chinese, Italians, and Africans who have died from the same causes. No one is to be blamed for not so easily forgotten is the starvation and sub-standard rations in Europe, Europe and America during the 1930’s when food was hoarded until we kept prices down to the lowest possible levels.

The proletariat has been told of the sweating brutality of the Japanese in their war with the imperialist nations. But this is not true.

But they have also heard the condemnation of the Allied leaders by the workers of the world. Allied leaders have been not only of the brutal tactics of American forces which shot down hundreds of unarmed Japanese after torpedding their ships.

THE ALLIANCE FASCISM
The war was supposed to be fought against the imperialist religious bigotry, to gain freedom of worship. But Polish Jews in the Ukraine who confirmed the anti-Semitism in that army were fought against with court martial.

The war was supposed to be fought to eliminate Hilterism. But Hitlerism is still existing and increasing in the world. The Allies were embodied and embraced by the Allied Imperialists. Lord Rennell of Rodod, an ardent advocate for freedom, and an ardent advocate for freedom, was put in charge of the Allied Military Government in Sicily. The Fascist King Victor Emmanuel of Italy and the butcher of Addis Ababa, Benito Mussolini, were given the keys of the world. And a million of the men, who were said to be fighting for freedom and democracy, were given the keys of the world.

Such military dictatorships of George of Greece, Vargas of Brazil, Batista of Cuba, and innumerable others, who were not only allowed to be but were praised and welcomed into the fold of the "United" Nations, to fight for "Democracy.

Privileged Class Exempt

The proletariat was watched and arrested and pressed as usual, and doubled. It wants to know for instance, why the government of the United States has made a present of some 15 billion dollars to the corporations during this war and why is the government to make 50 billion dollars in profits last year, three times the sum of 1929 profits. They want to know why the war is for their very lives and existence, Louis B. Mayer must have a salary of $200,000 a year, while you and I can’t even buy food. And why is it that war limits had to be repealed. They want to know why, if we are fighting a "war to the death," the Chase National Bank — pinnacle of the Rockefeller Empire — still operates even though it helped send industrial diamonds to Germany.

This is a "war against Fascism," why do the Allies make treaties with France, which permit Spanish Fascist to send introduced revolution into Germany? If this is an "all-out war," why do American and British bankers sit on the same directoire board of the Bank of International Settlements in Switzerland together with German, Italian and Japanese Bankers? Why is the American Commissar of the United States results in business even though they practically admitted making hundreds of thousands of pieces of defective war equipment and selling it to Allied Front officers? Why is Curtis Wright still permitted to remain in business even though the government officials found that hundreds of their planes were carelessly put out of order and were useless? Why are the ship- building companies which make "liberty" ships that split in the water the most liable to the big welder in a large factory who did some defective welding — even when the government admitted there was no question of deliberate sabotage — get a million dollars and the loss of his livelihood.

Production for Profits Only

Some workers even wish to know: if this is an "all- out" war and if there war there will be no profit, can we not have full employment and full production after the war, the bankers and Big Banks and Big Corporations refuse to invest their money in new plants? Why did the government, in order to put up 15 1/2 billion dollars in new aluminum, magnesium, aircraft, synthetic rubber and other plants? Here’s something even more confusing: why did the American capitalists refuse to put out 15 1/2 billion dollars for defending industries as synthetic rubber (nearly 100% Government built) or aircraft (90% Government built)? The United States has more liquid capital today at any time in history — banks, insurance companies and big corporations are loaded with excess money. Yet the capitalists refuse to spend it because they are sure that the United States is a leading creditor nation in the world, and there is no need to expand industries.

The working class has been reading and listening and working — wondering and doubting about all these things.

Freedom Monopolized by Capitalist Class

The proletariat has been told that the workers are fighting a "capitalist" war to keep profits and to gain freedom of religion. The proletariat has been told that the "capitalist" war is a war for freedom and democracy. The proletariat has been told that the "capitalist" war is a war for freedom and democracy. The proletariat has been told that the "capitalist" war is a war for freedom and democracy. The proletariat has been told that the "capitalist" war is a war for freedom and democracy.

The proletariat has been told that the "capitalist" war is a war for freedom and democracy. The proletariat has been told that the "capitalist" war is a war for freedom and democracy. The proletariat has been told that the "capitalist" war is a war for freedom and democracy. The proletariat has been told that the "capitalist" war is a war for freedom and democracy.

While the working class is supposed to be fighting for "liberty," General Motors, Ford and the industrialists refused to convert their plants to war production and until they were guaranteed adequate profits and favorable contracts were never punished. The Big Corporations of America are guaranteed to make profits in the government-controlled industry. Wouldn’t we suppose to be fighting for "liberty?" General Motors, Ford and the industrialists refused to convert their plants to war production and until they were guaranteed adequate profits and favorable contracts were never punished. The Big Corporations of America are guaranteed to make profits in the government-controlled industry. Wouldn’t we suppose to be fighting for "liberty?"

The proletariat wants to know why which is "inviting to strike" is punishable with a five year sentence and any strike by the working class will be a federal crime in the second year of the war. The proletariat wants to know why which is "inviting to strike" is punishable with a five year sentence and any strike by the working class will be a federal crime in the second year of the war. The proletariat wants to know why which is "inviting to strike" is punishable with a five year sentence and any strike by the working class will be a federal crime in the second year of the war. The proletariat wants to know why which is "inviting to strike" is punishable with a five year sentence and any strike by the working class will be a federal crime in the second year of the war. The proletariat wants to know why which is "inviting to strike" is punishable with a five year sentence and any strike by the working class will be a federal crime in the second year of the war.

Class Struggle in Army

The worker in the army is looking around him too. He is just as suspicious and short-sighted as you and me. He is just as suspicious and short-sighted as you and me. He is just as suspicious and short-sighted as you and me. He is just as suspicious and short-sighted as you and me.

One stoppage forced the Company to hire a foreman that the fellow that the foreman fired and the Company to re-instate a worker who was fired. Both decisions are good, but the strike is still cut. Strike in one part of the plant has a tendency to spread elsewhere, but the strikers are standing their ground.

But unfortunately there is no fraternize program amongst the workers. The great majority of the other half of the leadership seems to be in favor of fighting very closely with Walter Reuther.

It is significant that practically everyone in Local 6 is against the no-strike pledge. The two most important groups in the Local have the same interests in the Wisconsin Federation. Both groups have been named for re-instituting the no-strike pledge in the present contract.

But yet few people know what is to be done in ACTION TODAY! For the picket-line pickets must be re-elected on the picket-line TODAY!

To keep waiting for the big shots in Detroit to do any constructive, they’re bound to come out on the picket-line TODAY. But the pickets at the factory are fighting for a strike! The pickets at the factory are fighting for a strike! The pickets at the factory are fighting for a strike! The pickets at the factory are fighting for a strike!

RENEW YOUR SUB!

To all members of the International and the Canadian sections of the I.W.W.

Keep wait for the big shots in Detroit to do any constructive, they’re bound to come out on the picket-line TODAY. But the pickets at the factory are fighting for a strike! The pickets at the factory are fighting for a strike! The pickets at the factory are fighting for a strike! The pickets at the factory are fighting for a strike!
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